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ABStRACT 1., .
.

. A total of 224 sObjects.participated in a study 'to :,

detetmine how children and-adults comprehend:logical connectives.
Specifically,.the study examined the effects of age, Content, and
practice on the encoding and combination of logical relation-ships
expressed six types of logical conneciivesvConjUnction,.
disjunction, conditionality, biconditionality, simple affirmation, ,-

and simple- negation. The subjects were drainfrom grades 2, 4 6, 8,
11, 12,-4hd college. Half'completed.aitaSk thatreguired them merely
to encode the connectives; the other half 'were required to combine as
well as encode tliem. The resultg revealed significant effects of
task,,age, session, and connective, With comprehension of differeni
Connectives deVelapingat different rates. Children as youngas
second grade encoded the connectives in consistent ways; hwever, it
was not until fourth grade that, they sitowed evidence of Consistent
combination of connectives: In general, comprehension of the.
conjunctive connective- was the'easiest,,while comprehension of the
conditional,and bicanditional connectives proved to be the most
difficult. (Tabies-of'results are inCluded.). (FL)
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Logidal Connectives

Abstract

,Pitotal of 224 subjects in grades 6, 8, high school,.and college

.solvedpeoblems requiring comprehension of the logical connectives and, or

only. if, And if and only if, as well'as the terms is and is not.

Half the subjects were required merely-to encode the connectives; the other

half were required to: combine. as well as encode theM. Problems1,,were pre7.

eien,ted in two replicetions-( er. two sessions) via two 'different content

vehycle0. Quantitative ayr lyses revealed signiEidant effects of task,,,

7
a e,:session, and connective,with comprehensian'Of different connectives

',developing at different rates. In general comprehension of the conjunc-

tive-connective was easiest; coMpreheilsion of the conditional and bicondi-

tionaf connectives was Most difficult. Qualitative analyses indicated just

how the logical conneaives were interpreted at each grade level, and also
.. '

investigated-individual differences within each grade level.
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Developments Patterns in the/Encoding and Combination

of LOgical Connectives
.r

Understanding of logical connectives is essential to comprehension of
/

,
, -

everyday speech and reading, because these connectives tie together what

otherwise would be disconnected strings of ideas. In everyday discourse,

we.usually assume thatchildren understand logical connectives (such as
,

,

and, or, if-then, only if, if and only if) in the same way that adults do

(to the extent that the children understand them at ali).' Ii,,Showever,

children of varying ages pderatand logical connectives in systematic ways,

Out in ways differing from those of adults, communication between children
I',/

and adults may be impaired unless the childpin's understanding of the terms

is taken into account. Since there is 'iW//fact evidence that children under-
'

stand logical connectives differently/ftom adults (for example, Neim;rk &

Slotnick, 1970; Paris, 1973; Peel,. 667; Suppes 6 Feldman, 4971; Taplin,

Staudenmayeri Taddonic , 1974 is necessary to become aware of develop-

mentalPat etst,hdigfrig of logical connectives.:

Threebadic'theOreti4ljuestiOns nekithe,answered in order, to be-

aware of bow childxen and adults understand logical connectives:

1
1. low is each Xog cal conbective encoded (in the context of'a. single

premise or statementY t-each:ageleVel?
:71

,

' 2. Row*isfaacyllegical connective combined (in the context of two state=

/
'cents, a major7i0 a minor premise) at each age 4.evel?

/
3: lirhat:effeCts da.age, content, and experience with lOgiCaLconnectiveS

inthe teattetting have upon,encoding and combination of the connectives?

Pr46Us research has dealt:With these Oestions, althoUgh not within

the context of a single experiment or series of experiments. A brief review

4



Logical Connectives

of,this research will ea4blish the progress that has been made toward answer-
,

ins each of 40 three queitions.

(

The first question deals with encoding of logical connectives in the

context of single premises or statements. A relatively earlier investigs-

tion of encoding was performed by Neimark-and Slotnick (1970)..= These au-
,

thorn tested understanding of class Inclusion (assertion), exclusion (de-

niS1), intersection (conjunctiOn), and union (disjunction). in children in

each of grades three: through nine and In college." Problems were presented

in boeh verbal and pictorial forms.' The authors found that class inclusion

. and exclusion were understood by a majority of 01.147n of all ages, inter

section was understood by a majority of pll but the third -grade children

but union was understood by a majority of children Only at the'ollege level.

The exceptional difficulty of the class Union relation was confirmed by

Neimark (1970), vho found'that developMent of the connective or proceeded

throughout the high School age range. Neimark,attributed. errors in under-,

standing of'this connective to inappropriate'applicatiOnsof concrete opera--

tions to a logical` connective whose understanding requires application of

forMal operations.

iOnk,of the. most Comprehensivelovestigations of logical connectives

was perfOried'bY Paris (1973), who studied five logical relPtions as ex-
)

pressedJ:by eight connectives: conjuntion (and, but, both-and),conjunctive

:absenceH(neithernor)_,_inclusive-disjunction lor, either-or), conditionality

(it-theri),'and biconditionality (if and only if-then). Children in each of

grades' 2,.5, 8 and 11 had to decide whether verbal descriptions were true
I

/'
Or falie of pictorial material presented via slides. ,Paris fotind'that

(a) the conjunctive connectives 21-displayed nearly.perfect performance



at all grade levels; (b) the conjunctive4bsence connective shoves a Oat-

/tern similar to the other connectives for eleventh graders but.w a under-

stood-only.poorly by younger children; (c) the disjunctive connec ives

showed high error rates at all grade levels -- development continue through-

out the 'age range studied, with older subjects' more likely to treat dis-
. .

jUnction.exclusively than ytunger subjettiL(d) the.conditional Connective

.was extremely difficult at all levels, and Although patterns ofterrors

I'

Logical'Connect ves
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'changed over ageOverall level of performance remained almost constant;
,

(e) the biConditional connective'becale easier to understand w/ith'age,

with, patterns of errors as well as proportions of errors changing over age.
. 1

On the whole, subjects found. conjunctive relationships easie It to understand,

:followed in order by biconditional, disjunctive, and conditi nsl relationships.

Suppes and Feldman (1971) investigated conjunctive, disjunctive, negative,

and exclusive-or relationships as understood by children of preschool and

kindergarten age from middle-class and disadvantaged backgrounds. Subjects

were commanded to give the experimenter concrete objects, for example, green
.

stars. They found comprehension ofypositive conjunctive commands highest,
,

.

followed by commands involvingexelUaive.Conjunction, conjunction with nega-
, t

tion, positive disjunction, and disjunCtion with negatiOg.
''.::

Peel (1967) investigated three logical relationships- implication,

incompatibility (implication with a negated consequent), and disjunction.

Subfects wereof ages 5, 6, 8, and 11, and played a game with colored beads

and counters. Although Peel's primary emphasis in his experiment was methodo-

logical, his substantive findings were of some interest. He found that

(a) disjunction, is generally interpreted in its exclusive-sense, (b) the con-

ditional is interpreted primarily as. abiconditionAl (equivalence), and (c)

incompatibility, when interpreted reliably, is interpreted in' its logical.

:,..6
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sense. The Piesence of the additional negation in the consequent thus serves

to sake subjects more (rather than-less) logical.

A nuiber of studies have also been conducted focusing upon cognitive

development in conceptual rule leary g (for example, Ptiedman, 1965; King,

1966; Vet t, 1964). Since these studies involve learning rather than encoding

of logical connectives, they are not reviewed here. Some of these studies

are reviewed by Bourne and O'Banion (1971), who also present new data.

The second question deals with combination of logical connectives in

the context: of major and minor premises;presented jointly.. Research on

this question.has dealt almost exclusively with the conditional connective.

Taplin, Staudenmayer, and Taddonio(1974) have followed up on the research

41". with college students ofTaplin (1971) and Taplin and Staudenmayer (1973)

by investigating developmental changes in conditional reasoning. Subjects

in each of, grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 were required to indicate whether the

conclusions of conditional syllogisms such as "If there is a Z, there is an

H; there is a Z; there is an H" were "always correct sometimes correct, or

never correct. ". The authors found that performance improved with age, and

specifically, that nine-year olds treat thenditional connective conjunc-

tively otbiconditionally, that the conjunctive meaning disappears with

intreasIng age, and. that after 13 years of age, the-tonjanctive meaning

has disappeared and been replaced by the true conditional meanin .

Rob erge- and-Paulus-(-1-9-7-14-and_Kodrof f andAdberge. : (1975) _haye_also

Investigated the development of conditional reasoning ability. The former

authors also compared conditional to class reasoning abilities (where class

reasoning problems were presented with the quantifiers some and all). Find-

-v.

ings from these experiients were that performance improves with age (from

giades llt* 3 in the litterseltudy and grades 4, 6, 8, and 10 in.the latter

7
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study, that'modts ponensdaeaaier than tollendo tollens, (for thilfirst to

third graders for whom the contrast wasmadi), and that for grades 4 to 10, .

class.reasoningla easier than conditional reasoning.

Hill (Note 1) tested children of'aes 6, 7, and .8 in order to determine

whether children could discrimiftie\between a necessary conclusion and its

negation. She found that even these very young children performed at a level

lwell above chance in'so4ji-ng including conditional And categorical

(class) syllogisms. She also found that performance improved with. age.

O'Brien and Shapiro (1968) followed up on this work, first by replicating

Hill, and second by including problems requiring a third category of re-

sponset in addition to "yes" and "no." These new probleMs contained. informa-

tion that was insufficient for the sUbject to reach a logically valid conclusion,

and hence the correct response vas that "not enough clues" had been provided.

These. authors found, as did Hill, that performance of 6,-7, And 8-year oldt

is significantly above, chance And Increases with agejhen all-problems hiVe

a logically valid conclusion. They found a considerable amount of beloW-

chance performance, however, when not all .problems had a. logically valid con

elusion, and that growth in the ability to distinguish between problems with

and without a valid conclusion was ery, slow. Shapiro and O'Brien 0970).

extended this work to children of ag s 6 to 13, finding that there was slow'

growth in the ability'eo distinguish-the two types of problems in this age

fr

range, that there was nOevidence of leveling off, and that, performance was

far-rtam.perfeCt at all age levels.

The, third question deals with effects of age, content, and practice on

encoding and combination of logical connectives.
1

his would be expected

age is a potent variable' affecting performance: In aln#4,4he studies men-
J

tioned above, performance changes with age. Interestingly, though; it'dobs

Pir
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not always change for tht better. For example, Paris (1975), scoring dia-
1

junction inclusively, found thit'the tendency to treat
,

disjactnion inclu-

Sively decreases with age. As children grOW. older, theyare more likely

toilse the exclusive meaning of or. 'Taplia it al. (1974) found that al-
I 7'

though truth functions foi conditional relationships change with age,

the proportion of subjects having any .truth functiOn at, all doei not change..

They concluded that changewAn performance are linguistic.rather than logi-

Cal. ,A number of investigators.have. found age-related invirsions,in

learning tasks with'logical-conceptS:(see Bnnine & 0 !anion, 1911), In

genera4 though, performance does improve: A :lattern of developMental

differentiation that.. seems to capture findings from several laboratories

is a "gradual developmental Aifferentiation of a- ,eneral conjunctive strategy

f7
pito (a) processing of the independent t th,atatus of elements in disjunc7.

tive expressions, and (b) cause and e feet interpretation of the,relation

between elements in conditional and,biconditional statements" (Paris, 1973,

p. 278).

Investigations Cf. cOntenteffects present a mixed picture.: Most studies,

have used only a single type of.content,so that,no conclusion can be drawn

regarding possible ffereatial effects of content.. Roberge and Paulus,(1971)

s- -of-content-i-condensing the four types

-(1978) classic stu y of syllogistic reasoning: concrete-familiar,.abstract,

and suggestive. C crete-familiar items had conclUsions that were facts

Outside the childr s experience. Abstract itema.vere presented via sm-
.

bola, capital letters, or nonsense words. Su stive items were ones re-
,

f erring to Whigs within the children's experience, but which contradicted,

known facts. The author found a' significant effect of content,: and aftig-

nificant interaction between content and type of reasoning ... Concrete-familiar

9
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,

8.
. .. .. .

the easiest of the three types in both,clasS and conditionalreason..,

.ing problems. In class reasoning: suggestive content was'easier'thatiAitract

content; but in conditional reasoning, suggestive and abstract;tonRiptAid not

differ in difficulty. Kodroff and Roberge (1975) also found a signifidan

effect of content: They presented conditional-reasoning items either verbally_

. .

or concretely, and found concrete presentation facilitated perfOrmance.rela-
I

tivi to verbal presentationi Neimark and Slotnick:(197& howeier,''found a
.

mote
.,

complex caringpattern of redults in ring pictoritl'to ve#0;;Aontent.
.

.

They found thatpictorial,Content is easier for youngel\ child...1'1y but whereNs.
any content d;Iference w s obtained stall for older childrepkIrfavored

verbal content. Oshirson 11974) studied complex logitareasonintrusing

either toks (little statuettes) or elements of a playtiolid. as'conteht vehi-

cles. He f6und only trivial effects of content in a-variety of data al4al'Ysis.

Practice, effects,would IS,*eem, to be important.in the stud, deleeloping',

o

comprehension of logical connectives in childrenotfitstoilecasise it
takes children some time to adjust to the demands,:of-complexiliskotinettion-

processing tasks of the .kinds used- ,in studiei of.1004Al.cOripectivesi and
`4(45 7'"

second; because experience with the lotical conneCtIvOW in ali;en.ietting

,
may affect the way in which .these connectives AreAsnderst0o4., Forwhstever

J . .., .

.reasons, ;practice effects- have been-Virtually-,Ignoted.''In-thilIiteratSireq-
..... .

on comp pension of logical connectives.

sing th effects of experience with logical connectives in a 'given setting

upon eithei encoding or combination of thosej6nnectiVes.

,,

The. present investigation is intended to address the.threeAnditions

We thin' have -no basis for asses-

.1.

posed earlier, and which are discussed'abOve. The need for this further

7
resear h on the "comprehension of logical connective derives from (a)

10
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differences across studies ih Subject populations, experimental inocedures

task materials, and experimental designs, which. make difficult compariions

across experiments of encoding tasks, on the one hand -(such as those used

by Netmark & Slotnick, 1970, and by Paris, 1973) and combination tasks on

4-the othee(such as those used by Roberge ti-PaU10, 1974 and by Taplin et

el., 1974); (b) sole use- of the c tonal tonnective (or its class

isomorphs) in most combination Studies, providing little information about

combination of premise infOrmation -withlogical connectives other than-the
4,_

Conditional, and making compaiison,of,resultairom encoding and combination

tasks h other connectivesialMost impossible; (c). failure/to study ef-

-)
fects of repeated exposUre to stimulus materials in previOus:studies;making

it impossible to assess whether performance improves urjn any way changes

once subjects have become more thoroughly familiarized::.*lth::the complex tasks

required of them; and (d) the possibility-of further methodological refine-,

ments, which are introduced here. The methodology for.inferrinvlogical

truth functions builds upon p w;ious work of Tiplin etaL(1974), Stauden-

mayer (1975), and Peel (1967) in studying logical:connectives, and upon the

work of.Levine (1966) in studying concept learning, but includes some novel

04

features thit'.have not been used in previous. research.

Method

Sub ects
j

The number of subjects in the main. experiment totaled 224, 'of whom

34 were in grade 2, 38 in grade 4, 38 in grade6, 40 in grade 8, 38 in high

school (grades 11 and 12), and 36 in college (freshien and sophomores).

Mean ages at each'grade level were 74, 511, 114, 134, 17, and 19 years for

the respective grades. Elementary and secondary studsfhts were from a middle-

.--

class suburb of New Raven; college students were Yale undergraduates.
2

Nigh
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school and,college students were enrolled in introduslory psychology courses,

and received course credit for their participation. Subjects at each grade

-level were:approximately equally divided between sexes. SecOqd-graders.

. were prescreened to exclude grade-repeaters:and childten classified as non-

readers by their teachers; otherWise, all students whose parents returned

permission slips were tested at each elementary, And secondary grade level. ,

Two secon rade one fourth-grader were eliminated because of ina-
.

1

bility unwillingness to pay attention to the task; o herwise,'all Sub-

jectS who participated contributed analyzable data..

A subsidiary'replication experiment was run in which 36. fres;;;ZIratr

t

sophomores at Yale served as subjects. These subjects were tested 11/2 years

after the.original subjects,, by a different experimenter

Materials

-Two different tasks encoding and 'combination-were mesented'in crossed

fashion via two different content vehicles--fruits (apple, banana) and

shapes'(circle, square) over the courvileof two sessions. Props for the

tasks included abox, a towel to cover the box, and two objects. (either.an'

artificial apple and banana or a cardboard circele and square covered-with,

silver papet).

In the encoding-taski-each problem consisted-6f two sentences describing

the contents of the. box, namely,'a premise and a Conclusion. drawn from that

premise. Premises Sere copstructed of the basis of six logical relationShips

expressed by seven, different logical onnectives: conjunction there

is a circle in the box and there is a square in the box), disjunction (e.g.,

there is a circle in the box or there is a square in the box), cOnditionality

(e.g., if theri is a circle in the boX, then there is' a. square'in the"bp*(7

there is a circle in the kinNonly if there is a squire in the box),JoiCondi-

. 12..
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tionality (e.g., there .is a circle in the box if and only if there ,is a square

in the box), simple affirmation (e.g., there is a circle in the box), and

simple negation (e.g., there is not a circle in the box).
3

Four conclusions
ry'

were presented (in random order) for eAh premise; corresponding to the-
.

222 possibilities that each of'the two items (apple and banana, or circle

and square) either was or was not in the box: tPQ (e.g., there is a circle

in the box and there is a square in 'the box), PQ ( .g., there is only a

circle in, the box ant nothing else), PQ ( .g., there is only a square in the

box and clothing 'else),' and PQ (e.g., there is not.a circle in the box and

b."

ere .4 not a square in the box). Since thete were 7 different. premise

ectives and 4 different conclusions,'there were a total of 28 different

for each content.encoding probl

In the combiination task, each problem consisted of three sentences d

scribing the contents.of thebox, namely, a' major premise, a minor premise,

.and a concluiion. Only the first four'of the logical relationships described

Above (conjunction, disjunction, conditionality, biconditionality) were used

for the major Demise, since the latter two relationships (simple.affirmation,

negation) apply only to single items.and hence do not'permit combination of two
.

items. Major premises in the combination task were identical in format to

thel,si-n-4e premises in the encoding teak. .There were four possible minor

premises, corresponding to the'2
2
possibilities that each Of- the two ob-

jects (apple and banana, or circle and square) was or was not in the box:.

P (e.g., there is a circle in the box 1 (e.g., there is not a circle in the

1,

box), Q there is a/square in the box), and (e.g., Ogre is not a square

in the box). There were four possible conclusions, identical in form to-the

minor premises. However, since the' conclusion always,referrid to the object

complementary to the object referred to in the minor premise (for example,
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square if the object darned in the minor premise was circle), there were eight

'possible pairingi Of minor premises with conclusions:_ For each of the four

possible minor premises,'the corresponding concludion had to be that the cam-
/

plementary object either was or was not in the box. Since there were 5

different logical connectives in the major premises, and 8 possible Airings

between minor premises and conclusions,, there were a total of .40 different

combination problems for each content.

Design

The dependent variable in this' experiment was the subject's response

of true,. :...1aitt true and, maybe false (abbreviated to maybe on answer sheets),

or false to each concluSion (cf. Taplin et al., 1974); ,Independent variables

were task, (encoding, combination) and grade level (2, 4, 6,.8,:high school,

college) between sOjectst ,
5
and content (fruits, shapes) and session (1, 2)

within subjects. All independent variables were fully crossed.' Ordersof

presen;ation of logical codOctives and content vehicles were counterbalanced

1
'so that each subject received each of the logical connectives in a different

order in eac'hcsession, with one content vehicle per session.

Procedure

Subjects were tested in small groups. of from.two to six members. EiCh

1i
'of two sessions began, with .a pretask designed to familiarize subjects with

the experimental procedures, the rele ant content vehicle,' and' the defini-

tions of,true, maybe true and maybe false, and false. In the elementary-

school groups, the experimenter also made sure that-each subject knew what the

relevant content objects were and was able to read each word in the problems.

-
Subjects were given three easy practice problems (one having each of the

three possible responses as correct) to insure understanding of the task.
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The tasks were presented as games in which the experimenter was secretly

"lacing one, both, o; neither of two objects in'the cardboard box. The sub-
)

ject's task in the.game was to figure out what the experiMenter had done.

In order to help the subject figure this but, the experimenter provided the sub-

ject with certain clues. The ngle premises in the encoding task and the

major p emises in the combination task:served as such clues. These premises

were rinted on 9 x 12-inch poster board. The content vehicles were pre-

sented as pictures rather than words to-facilitate ease of recognition.

FOr the combination task, minor preMises served as additional clues (called

.tints), and were presented on 3 x 5-inch flash cards.,, A givencard either
. r

pictured an'object. in order to show that. the object was in the box, or pic7

tured the object with a black R drawn through it to show. that the object

was not in the box. The experiMenter read all .problems aloudas well as

allowing children to read the problems from the cards.

Problems within each session were blocked by logical connective. "An-

swers to problems were recorded in booklets that had for each problem -the

words true, maybe, and false printed in them. Subjects responded by circling

. ,

. the appropriate word. Testing sessions lasted 20 t4 10 minutes apiece.

Results

unit of Analysis
.

The unit of analysis in the data was the res ortse pattern. A response
. .

patterd refers to the four (encoding task) or eight (coinbination.task) re-

sponses given to the conclusions, and provides the means whereby one can
4'

determine how each logical connective was interpret d. For example, if

the premise of 4 problem in th encoding task state that "the circle is
k

In the box'. or the square is in the box," the response pattern would refer

to the pattern of "trues,"'"maybes,!" and "falses" given to the conclusions

. -i5
,
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"There Is only a circle in the box and nothing else,"'"Therg is only a

SqUare in the box and nothing'else," "The circle is in the box and the:

square is in the box," and "The circle is not in,theboX and tile square

is not in the boX." 'Response,-patterns were-each compared to model patterns.

II
A model pattern refers to the pattern of "trues.," "maybei,. and "falsei".

that would be predicted if a particular logical connective Wereinterpreted
\,

in'a particular way. Consider the example above. If or in .'the premise

wererinterPreted inclusively (either or both objects in the box), one would

expect a subject to respond "maybe" to the first three conclusions

and "false" to the last contlusion. If, however, or vire interpreted ex-

clusively (either but not both of the objects in the box)% one would ex-
.

pect a subject to respond "maybe" to the first two conclusions, but "false"

to the last two. The third conclusion becomes false in the exclusive inter-

pretation of or because both objects cannot be in the box.

Table 1 shows model patterns associated with 16 possible interpretationsi.

of the logical connectives. Each interpretation has s'distinct'pattern, so

that it is possible to distinguish among the different interpretations-by

the response patterns subjects actually gave. The 16 patterns presented in

the table are in fact the only logiCally consistent patterns that are Pos-

sible. Thus, if subjects respond in a way that ie. logically consistent, it

will be possible to infer what form this logical consistency takes.. The 16

patterns are exhaustivewIth respect to logically consistent possibilities

because in standard logic, each of the foer.possibie states for P and Qr.-

PQ, PQ--may be either true or false, yielding 24 or 16 possible

joint states. In the present experiment, a subset of statements that would

be classified as true in standard' logic are classified as "maybe trues,- maybe

false," using the kind of defective truth table advocated by JohnioU4aird

s
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(1975) and Wagon (1966), and sed by Staudenmayer (1975) and Taplin et al.

(1974)'. The kind of defecti truth table used in this and other experiments

seems better to capture .peop e s intuitions' about validity: For example,

"if P Then Q" would be class fied as "Maybe true, maybe false" in this

experiment whenever12 is., fa e, although in standard logic it.,Would be

classified as true. This. pping of a subset of trues onto maybes does not.

change, however, the possibility of there being just 16, logically consistent

response (or model) pattern in the solution of the problems used in this

experiment.

..rilwowwo

In ert Table 1 about here

'4e,

In the table, there a e four possible conclusions for theeneoding.task,
4- 't

as noted earlier, corresp ding to the possible combinations of P and Q

being true and false. Th= e are four possible concluSions in the combination

task, which are paired wi h the four possible minor premises such that each

item referred to in the c nclusion is different from the item referred to in

the minor premise.

Quantitative Analyses of

The first data anal

es onse Patterns

is dealt with proportions of errors, that is,~ of

response patterns not co fOrming to the correct model pattern(s) for each
1

logical connective. One logical connective, or, was judged to have two "correct"

patterns for the purpose

to the logical (inclusiv

The two interpretations

periment designed to and

Proportions of'resp

pattera(s) for each logi

in the two different May

lof this experiment. The two patterns cOrresPonded,

) and everyda0exclusiVe) interpretations of ot;,L,....''.-
, .

e different, and both are of.interesv.in an. e*

1rstand
people's interpretatioasOf lOgitalaonneCti44.

nse patterns not conforming to the*Orre;t Model,/

al connective are shown in Table 2, with'or Scored'

4;-
In order for a response pattern to be scored as
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correct, a aubjecthadto respond to all of the four (encoding task) or eight

(combination task) ,conclusiOns as predicted by thermodel pattern.

:Insert Table 2 about here

The difficulty of the combination task relative to the encoding task

was assessed by conducting a paired t-test on the overall **caps for each

logical connective, as shown in the last column of Table 2. Only those

connectives were used that overlapped between tasks, and the mean for the

exciusiYe rather than the inclusive interpretation'of or was used since

that interpretation seemed better to reflect subjects'. use of the term.

Since the combination task.reqUired all of the OperatiOns required for.:

the encoding task, plus additional operations, it was expected that per-

formance would be poorer on this task. This expectation was confirmed,

t(4) - 2.33, ja..05. .When the overall proportion of errors in encoding

V

'(.59) is compared to the overall proportion of errors:in combination (.70),

it becomes. obvious that most errors made in the interpretation of logical

connectives occur in the initiaI.endoding stagerather than the subsequent

COMbinationstsge.. Incremental ',errors irrors de to combination amount)only to

.11 (.70-.59).
A

A four-way analysis of variance was conducted upon means over subjects,

with connectives, grade, content, and session as independent variables.
7,

The main effeet.for connective Aral highly-significant in both the encoding

task, F(6,30) 111.18 Al < .001, andthe combination task, F(4,20) 158.61

A .001. Eiamination of the.prOportions'in Table 2 reveals the 'sources of.

the main effeCt., In both tasks, the connectives seem to fall into three

groups of differential difficulty. The conjunctive connective stands alone

c7
as the easiest of the set. In tIte second group-are exclusive disjunction

IS
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and,'in the encoding task, affirmation and negation. The third group cam-

prises the two conditional connectives and the biconditional. Turning to

the individual connectives we examine thr6e patterns of interest. First,

it is clear that overall, subjects are far m e likely to interpret or in

its exclusive. meaning than in its inc ive meaning. This-difference is

as would be expected, since the/exclusive meaning of or is the one used in

everyday language. Secondy con
//

ditionality is better understood when ex- .

pressed by the only if->cOnnective than'when exprtssed by the if-then cofr

.

nective. Third, encoding of negations was 49-i 1pOre difficult than encoding

of simple affirmations: The relatively grAifficulty of the affirmation

.task seems to derive froM the binary nature of the stimuli, as will be dis-

cussed later.

The main effect for grade was also highly significant, F(5,5) 95.37,

< .001, in the encoding task, and F(5,5) 62.14, 2 < .001, in the combination

task. Visual examination of the last row of'data for each of the two tasks

reveals a monotone decrease in error rates across grade levels in both' tasks,

except fora trivial inversion between grade 8 and high school in the encoding.

task. The rate of decrease In error rate'does not seem to show arm slackening

with increased age. Except for the inexplicably good performance of the

eighth graders in the encoding task, the rate of decrease is actually quite

steady. Apparently, development in understanding of logical connectives con

tinues even to the college level.

The main effect ofsession was statistically significant for the encoding

task, F(1,5) 10.32, .2 < .65, but not for the combination task, F(1,5) 'm

3.82, 2.) .10. In both tasks, however, the trend was toward improved per-

formance with practice. Not all of this improvement is necessarily task spe-

cifiC, since at least some of the connectives (suchlas'those of conditionality
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and biconditionality) may have been relatively. unfamiliar to some of the

subjects (such as the younger elementary- school children).
).

The main effect of content was trivial In both tasks (F <, 1). Ap-

,-
piarently,:. the, loiical connectives were abitracted from. the, content of the

sentence without any effect of-the Content upon the way in willah.:the"colizlz

nectives were abstracted. Although the contents were chosen so that one

would be. relatively more abstract (shapes) and the other relatively more

concrete (fruits), it is of course Possible that the failure to obtain a

.

significant effect was due to insufficient variety in, the two contents

sampled.

Only three interactions were statistically significant in the two

tasks. Two of these (one in each task) were for connective by grade,

F(30,30) 5.07, 2. < .001, in the .encoding task, and F(20,20) 7.54, E <

.001, in the combination task. This interaction signifieS different rates

,of development for the various logical connectives, and is thus of con-

siderable interest. An examination oftrends in.Table 2,reveals the sources .

of the interaction. Errors for the conjunctive connective start at a

fairly high level in each task, but fall to near zero by grade 8'or high

school, depending upon the task (encoding or ,combination). Errors for the

affirmation and negation connectives and.for the exclusive interpretation of

.

the disjunctive connective start at very high levels, bUt fall to relatively

low levels by college age. Errors on the conditional connectives (and es=

pecially if-then) and the biconditional connective start very high and remain

at relatively high levels. Thus, developmental processes proceed at very'

different rates for the various connectives. The third significant interac-
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tion, for-connective by session in the combination task, F(4,20) 4.04,.

2 < .05, derived froM greater improvementit perforMance.for easier than

for more difficult' nnettives. This result Would suggest that more of

'the errors on the easier connectives were task- specific, and were corrected

.after tnesession of e.x erience .with the 'task. Errors for the more difficult. ,

Connectives were due to faulty comprehension of the connectives ;and"were

not alleviated by further task-specific experiences..

,,,

Taken as a whole the quantitative analyses oferror rates present

a coherent picture,. showing that the connectives are'differentially dif icult

at the various ages included in the study, and that understanding.of t

various connectives develops at differe t rates. But although the'quanti7

tative. analyses show how many. errors re made at.each developmental level,

they fail to indicate the kinds of errors that are made.' These indications

are provided by the qualitative analyses described below.

Qualitative Analyses of Response Patterns'. '

The second data analysit dealt with.fit between response. patterns an

model patterns for each logical connective. In this analysis, response

patterns for each logical connective in each task were compared to the 16

model patterns shown in Table 1. In order to permit a quantified comparison,

responses of "true" were coded.as 1, responses of "maybe" as 2, and responses

of "false" as 3.
8

This quantification procedure permitted fit to be assessed

in terms of two indices, the root -mean- square deviation (RMSD) and the squared

correlation (r
2) between a given response pattern and each possible model

pattern. The first measure, RMSD, provides an index of badnessof-fit in

terms of the original unit of measurement.. Thus, an RMSD of 0 would indicate

perfect fit between a response pattern and a particular model pattern; an

RMSD of 2 (the difference between 1, for a "true" response; and 3, for a "false"

N
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response) would.1ndicate the poorest possible fit between a response pattern

and a particular modelpattern. The second measure, r
2

provides, an *ex'

of goodness of fit between.a.given response pattern and each possible model

pattern in-invariantuniti (-1'tO 1) that standardizethe variances of the

patterns being correlated. The two measures pro4fde complementary'information

in_assessing model fits, since both absolute fit '(RMSD) and relative fit (r
2

).

4
are of interest in determining whether a given model adequately describes

Is set of data.

In order for the Aualitative analysis to be informAtive, it is necessary

'that the data be internally consistent across subjects. OtherwiSe, one runs

the risk'of discovering group patterns that.do not represent the majority of

individual response patterns, or even any individual response patterns, but

rather Some artifact of averaging across subjects. With all of the logical

'connectives considered together, alpha (internal-consistency) reliabilities

across subjects in the encoding task were ..92, .96, .98, .99, .99, and. .99

for grade 2, grade 4, grade 6, grade 8, high school, and college students

respectively; reliabilities in the combination task were .40, .95, .98, ,99

.99, and .99 for the respective grade levels. Reliabilitieswere also computed

for logical connectives individually: In the encodingtask, all reliabilities

were .90 or above except for negation at the grade 2'level (.60)-; in the

combination task,, all reliabilities for grade 4 and above were 1/er .90. The.

large majority. tf reliabilities for the individual connectives were in the high

.90's. These dat gest that the data were all highly reliable except for

combination at the grade 2 level and encoding of negations at the grede.2 level.

Because of its unreliability, the combination task'at the grade 2 level was

not further analyzed.

Table 3 shows fits a ,each grade level between-response patterns and

22
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selected Model pattgrns.for each. of...the logical connectives.. Th'e selected

model patterns are the logically correct model'paiternindthe model pat-

-terns with the lowest (first-ranked), second lowest. (second- ranked), and.,

third-lowest (third-ranked)
N

group RMSD1s. The RMSD',s are displayed in the

"table, as are the proportions of individual subjects whose response patterns

were bestJit by each of the three top,-kanked models. (ignoring the others).

Generally, one can expect the group .data to repreient the individual data

accurately. This is not always the case, however, especially when sone .of

the models fit the group data Particularly yell.' These data make-it posSi-
i/

ble to determine (a) how well ihe model. pattern for the-logically correct in-

terpretatiOn of each connectivetW:the group ditti.'(b) whether the first-.

rankedmodel,pattern was the SiMt,403 the logically correct model pattern

for the group data (and if not, what the firat-rinked.model pattern was),

(c) howweil the fira7ranked m6dl pattern fit. the group response pattern,

(d) how well the first- ranked model pattern. -.fit the group response pattern

compared to the two strongest competitor model patterns, and (e) how well

the group.data corresponded to the individual.data:

Insert Table 3 about here

Conjunction. The results in the encoding task for the conjunctive con-

nective, and, were simple and straightforward: The conjunctive interpretation:

of and provided the best fit to the data at each grade level. In the combina-

tion task, response patterns for the conjunttiveamd biconditional interpre-
-

tations were indistinguishable because, as mentioned earlier, certain (con-:

tradictory) conclusions were omitted in this task. These conclusions would

have been needed, however, and were available for other tasks, in order

to provide unique uodeL patterns for each possibleinterpretation otthe

2 -)
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logical connectives. In'view of the encoding-results, however, it ,seems'

reasonable*to conclude that the conjunctive interpretation'Ais in fact the

One subjects used. The 'absolute levels of fit for the Conjunctive4nierspre

tation were extremely good at all except the second -grade level, where about

30% of the subjects in the encodin ,task appear to have Usedan inclusive

disjunctive interpretation. All v ues of r
2
between model and gronp.response

J',\

patterni for the cOnjunct,ive interpretation were 09+, whereas:Corpetitor.

1 .

models did much worse.
9

Disjunction. Disjunction, it will be reCalled, was scored in twolAs-,,.

for.the inclusive interpretation'and for the exclusiveinterptetation--and'there-
;;'.

fOre two correct patterns are-ahOwn-in Table 3. The,data'show an interesting

interaction-between age and interpretation of or. In the.encodi,g task, chil-

-dren at the lowest grade level (2) use the inclusive interprets ion ofor

in .Oreference to, the exclusive:interpretation. This pattern ,continues in

diluted form at the grade -four level, where individual differences in inter-

pretations become more pronounced. At the higher grade levels, Children

'show a strong tendency to use the clusive interpretation in preference t

the inclusive interpretation. The tomb nation task shows a similar although

somewhat less clearcut pattern, with the transition apparently occurring

slightly later, perhaps'because the combination task is sofdifficult that

.

even sixth graders are not yet ready. to apply to it their' newly developing

mewing of the word or. The replacement of the inclusive interpretation of

or by its exclusive interpretation appears to continue 'even through the college

level: The discrepancy between model fits for the two interpretations continues

to even to.college age. Correlational results show the same pattern

as RMSD's. in the encoding task, for example, the highest r
2
among the model

2
atterne is for the inclusive interpretation of or (.72) whereas r for the
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aidlusive interprerlion ..01 at. the second-grade level. At the

2
adultfleval however t for the exclusive interpretation is .99, whereas

r fot the, includive' interpretation is a mere .44.

.f

Conditionality. was,shown.in the quantitative analy-
.

seSto be Among the-mbst difficult of the relatiOne:, An examination of
, t

nsider first the connective, if-

e of the model.patterts pt the

Table 3 shows the sources oferropt

the . ..At the. second grade level,

data'verywellith the. plurality of-'subjects appearing to use a,cOnjunc-'
.

. ,

,

.

,..

titre interpretation. 'In the encoding taski'..*theCoriditibrib ::Vs. ih erpreted
.

a
.

.. . -

biebnditionaliY 'by at least 4,01urality of subjects at the next three grade

levels, with'strong competition from the correct conditiaal interpretation

first Appearing at grade 8. 'Most subjects at the high school and college

levels use the conditional interpretation, although the biconditional pro-

vides strong competition as late as high school. In,the combihition task,

if-then is interpreted as a reverse conditional ore biconditional by sub--
stantial numbers of fourth graders. At the sixth and eighth. grade levels,

the biconditional interpretation clearly predominates: At the.high school'

. .

level, the conditional interpretation comes close to takingver, and by the

college level, it has indeed taken over. 'Again, performance on the.combination

task.seems to lag one level behind- performance on the encoding task, perhaps,

because of the combination task's greater difficulty (but possibly -because

Of di fferences in the subject samples). The high School level appearg to

be traosi,nal in both tasks, with substantial numbers of 4,0jectausing

both the biconditional and the developing.conditional interpretation. Only

at the college level does the conditional interketatir enjoy a clear ad-

vantage over the biconditional one. It is noteworthy that even at this

RMSD is relatiVel higher than it was for the two connectives con -'

25

O
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4.

,sidered previously, presumibly.because 16f. the presence of,greSier individuil

.

differences in interpretat.igrhe.RMSD of .19 in the encoding teak cor-'..

responds to an at the co ege:level amdtW1tMSD of .34 is the

combinatie,n^t0\isk :e60iSiSbrida an r of

The onliif do e showed'relatively:faster developmentan the

if-then connective. It, too, was interpreted :variably by the youngest

°

subjects, then biconditionally, and then conditionally. But the transition

. to the conditional interpretation occ red at_grade 18 in both_tasks_,_- _earlier .

than for the if-then-connective. Wherever the Conditional interpretation

..is the first-ranked model, the biconditional is.the second-ranked model,

and the discrepancy between the performance-of the two models increases with

increasi' age, as more subjects adopt the conditional meaning".' Good dis-

tinguis ability between tile two model patterns as applied to the group data

is not achieved until high school (as contrasted with. college for the if-:

then.coninective).

Biconditionality. The biconditional relation'was also among the most

difficult for subjects. The data "inTable 3 suggest substantial individual,

differences in the interpretation of the biconditional. From grade (von,

substantial numbers of subjects,divide between the conditibnal and bicondi-

tional interpretations. If anything, there is a tendency for the'(incorrect)

Conditional interpretation to become more predominant with increasing age.

Affirmation.. Affirmationyas tested only in the encoding task; since
1'

it does not involve combination of information. The error rate for simple

affiimation appeared rather higher in Table 2 than one might have expected,

and the tsattern of results in Table 2 shows why. The difficulty of simple

affirmation for some subjects appears to have derived largely from the binary

nature of the task. At the second-grade level, being told that an object,

26
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say, the circle, was in the box, was interpreted by some (although not a

majority) of subjects as tantamount to being told that either the circle

was the box or the 'square was in the bon and indeed, it was possible

that 0e.Square was in the box. Some fourth graders went tO'theOpposite

extreme, interpreting the statement that the circle was in the box as im-

plying that the.other object the square, was not in the bot. Although'

it was emphasized to aubjects in the initial instructions that a Statement

about one object supplied information only about that object, some second-

and-fourth-graders incorrectly inferred a connection between the object about

which a statement was made and the object about which pp statement was Made.

It should .be noted, however, that sUbstintial'numbers of subjects interpreted

affirMation correctly at both grade levels. By grade 6,. the correct meaning

of affirmation clearly' predominated, and by grade 8, it was firmly/entrenched.
10

Negation. Secon&-graders- appear, not to have interpreted-not:in-its

logical sense; but at each, of the Other.levels, the first - ranked model pattern

was that of the logical interpretation of not, and the performance of this

model was far superior to the performance of alternativenodels

Discussion

SuMmaryof results. Children as young as Second grade .encode logical

+4

connectives in consistent ways, although it was not until.the fourth graded

that children showed' evidence of consistent combination of logical connectives.

The failure of second - graders to combine in 'a consistent fashion may, of

Course hive been due to their failure to'understand the directions for this

pirticular tas14 as presented in this particular experiment. Moreover, the
/ .

.secOncletraders' nonstandard .interpretations'of even'the simplest connectives'
7

. . .

.

. .

..

.
(such as not) necessitates interpreting all results for these children with,

Caution.-
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There are large differences'in the difficulties, of the vIrious logical

connectives, with conjunction clearly the easiest, exclusive disjunction.

(and in the encoding task, affirmation and negation) of intermediate diffi-
.

tulty, and conditionality and biconlitionality.the most difficult. As' .

would be expected, children improve in performance with increasing age,

except for the bitonditional:where there' is some tendency to turn successively

more toward the conditionalinte cation with increasingoage. Comprehension

of the 'various connectives changes at different rates:' Comprehension of ton-:
. . . a

junctions starts relatively high and stays high;. comprehension of conditionals

andbiconditionals starts low and never becomes very high; comprehension of

affirmation, negation, anddisjunctiOn shows substantial:improvement with

age. It is more.difficult to combine the tonnectives,thaptO.endode them,
P.'

as would be expeCted, Since combination requires. encodinvas, a prerequisite.

.Effects of content were trivial in this experiment, perhaps because the dif;-

ference between the pore abstract content (shapes) and themore concrete con7

(fruits). was not large enough to result in differential strategy. The

data-suggest that subjects encoded and combined.the logical connectives, without

regard to the cOntent.vehicle' through which they were presented. Effects of

practice with.thetonnectives in the experimental situationwere significant

in the encoding' task-, Suggesting that single - trial expeiiments may fail to '

c.

giVe a full picture of' subjects' capabilities in comprehending the logical

connectives. Improvement was greater for easier. than for harder connectives

.implying that errora.on these connectives in the early trials were more likely

to be task-specific.

The connective, and, was interpreted conjunctively by the majority of

children at all, ages tepresented in the experiment. Or was interpreted

first inclusively and'then exclusively. If-then and onlv.if seem eo haVe
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been interpreted as inclusive disjunctions or as conjunctions by many

4
Children at the secon&-grade level; they acquired thefr potentially causal

meanings only at the fourth-grade level and above. The biconditiOnallieaning

first. dominated the conditional 'one, but was gra4ual0 replaced by the

'conditional medninglat the .higher, grade. levels. Development of only if
. /

proceeded at a more rapid rate than development of If and only if

P was interpreted either conditionally Or biconditionally by children as young

as grade 4 and as old as college age. The proportion of subjects. using the

logically incorrect'conditional'inteiketationactually increased With age...

Simple affirmation presentd difficulty for some young children in a binary

situation,.because of incorrectly inferred constraints upon 'the object' not

mentioned. Nevertheless, many children interpreted affirmation correctly

even at the second-grade level. Negation was understood in its logical sense

by all but the second-graders.

Correspondence between the present results and previous ones._ Where

the:present data overlap in scope with previous data, theyahow good agree-

ment with those previous data. The present results for the conjunctive Con-

.nectivereplidated Paris's (1073) finding .of nearly perfect performande at

''all.age leVels, and his finding that the conjunctive connective was the

easiest Suppes and Feldman (1971), too, fOund conjunction to be. the

easiest of the logical relatiOnships they studieThe'present,atudy

replicated Neimark's (1970) finding that development in comprehension ofthe

connective, or, ptoceeds throughout high school .(and eveninto college). As

was the case in, the experiments Of. Paris and:Of Suppesand Feldman disjunc-

.tion was more difficult than conjunction.. And it was foOd, as in the studies

of Paris and of Peel (1967), that disjunction is generally interpreted in its

.exclusive sense by older subjects. The present study also ,replicated Taplin
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et al.' (1971) finding thathe conditional tindto be interpreted con-

junctivelY or'biconditionally by very young children,, that the. conjunctive

meaning disappears with increasing age, and that the true conditional meaning

eventually replates the biconditional one. The biconditional meaning was

predominant in approximatelythe eame age range as,in Peel's (1987) experi-

ment, And as was the case :in thejaplim Roberge 'and Paulus (1970t

and Kodroff and Roberge ( experiments, performance on the conditional
!

improved with age.

An apparent difference' between the presents. results and.some previous

.onesdisiOpears when the data are examined carefully. Paris (1973) found

the biconditional to be considerably easier than it was found to be in the

"present experiment. The difference in difficulty appears to result from'

the difference in scoring methods betweeri experiments, not from differences

in subjects' performance. Paris scored his data by individual item rather

than by response pattern. When the present data werestored in this way,

the biconditional appeared to be quite a bit easier. The problem with this:

scoring method, however, is that subjects may respond to individual items

correctly forthe wrong reasons, simply because-response patterns make

p,iverlapping predittiOns- Thus, a subject using a model pattern other than

that of the bitonditional will receive credit for some correct answers solely
,

because the model pattern he or she is using overlaps in some of its.responses

with the biconditional model pattern.

Findings regarding content have been mixed, and apparently the specifikj

contents used in an experiment make a considerable difference in whether con-

tent will yield nontrivial effects. Roberge and Paulus (1971) for example,

used suggestive content that was deliberately misleading. They found that

subjects performed relatively poorly on this content type. The'present experi7
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t was more like Osherso (1974) experiments in using contents that were

in ended to be quite differ , but not misleading. Neither' Osherson's data

no the present data showed any content effects.

tosnclusions The pres nt experiment was intended to go beyond previOu

.
ex eriments in its (a) sim taneous investigation of encoding and combinatiOn,

(b use of all connectives, rather than just the conditional, in the COmbi-

.nation task, (c) study of, actice effects, and (d) methodological'refinements

allowing.the experimenter o infer both individual and group interpretations

of the logical connectiVes In its juxtaposition of a task (combination)
,

and subtask (encoding) teqUited for performance of the, full task, and in its

techniques of mathematical 'modeling for eliciting cognitive contents, the expert-

ment maybe viewed as folloyking a modified form Of.compOnential analysis

(Sternberg, 1977, 1978; Sternberg kRifkin, in press). The methodology seemed

to be reasonably -successful in shedding light upon developmental patterns in

the encoding and combination of logical connectives, and might be suitable for

studying the development of other types of comprehension as well. If the-

Study,has shown anything, it is the richness of the cognitive contents of

children as young...Is grade 2 and as old as college age,

Appendix

The table presented' here showS mean response. patterns associated with
. .

each logical connective. These group data formed the basis forthe group

analyses performed in the section of,the article. on qualitative analyses

of.response patterns-.

Insert Table A about here

a

.
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Reference Note
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A variable of potential interest would be 'subjects! sex. However,

previous research investigating sex differences has failed to find any

(for example, Neimark, 1970; O'Brien 6 Shapire,.106E; R.oberge 6 Paulus,

1971; Supper 6 Feldman, 1971iHill,Note

2The college students unfortunately do not come from the same achool

populatiOn as the elementarYand secondary studentd. This is a Common and

probably insoluble problem in much developmental research, however, caused

by the failUve of community schoOlivpulations to remain intact after high school.

3Strictly speaking, is and is not ate-not logical connectives:- They

Were included in the study, however, because of their obvious importance in

understanding communications (including the ones in this experiment) in which

the.conventional logical connectives are used.

4Sex was originally used a9 an additional independent /Amiable, but be

cause of the absence-of:either main-rffects or interactions with this Variable, .
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and because,Of the variable's insigtificande in past experiments, it:was

dropped in order to increase residual degrees of freedom.

5
For the conjunctive connective, certain minor premises resulted in

contradictions when paired with certain major premises. Tor er.ample, if.a

major premise'stated that there is a circle and a square in the box,,,a minor

premise Stating that the is not a circle in the box, would be contradictory.

No contradictory items were presented to subjects.

6
This criterionfor correctness is obviously 4' strict one, and to the

extent that nonsystematic factors result in.responSes strayin%froM the model

pattern, the criterion results in an inflation of-the error ra e. An alterna-

tive. scoring proceduiei.s simply to score inchviduil. responses, rather than

.whole.response patterns, as the unit of analysis. .There is reason to.believe.

that this procedure (which has been used in:the .past) results tpSerious
.

distortion of the data, however, for reasons preserited in the Discussion section.

: 7
Analyses were done separately using both the original and replication

-groups of-adults. The replication group was added to the 'experiment because

all.of the original groups were tested by a single experimenter, and it seemed

wise to get -at least some idea of the effect upon results-of using. a different

experithenter (who tested the'replidation group.only). Since correlations be-

tween adult data in the original and replication groups were all over .98, and
y/

since the same patterns of results were obtained for both groups, analyses

for the:repliCation'group are not presented here.
8
This' quantification procedure assumes that the three responses are

'equidistant on a continuous interval Although this-strong assumption
. .

robably not whollyjustified it seems to work Well in practice: First,

the results-of the qualitative analysei to be described are'dOssistent'ilt4

andiMplifyspon the results ,of the, quantitative analyses, where this aisump-.
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tion was not made. Contradictions, which were not. found, would hive provided

evidence for failure of the data to conform to the assumption. Second, where

overlap exists between the present qualitative results and those from previ-

oos research where the assumption was not made, there is good agreement be-

/
tween sesults, suggesEing that the assumption did not alter the pattern of

results. Third, the data. upon which operations were performed. requiring,

the assumption of an interval scale (such as averaging) were highly reliable

across subjects (with one exception to be noted later), according to several

indices. of internal-consistency reliability. ThOs, there is no reason to be-

lieve that the operations (such as averaging)would result in group patterns

unrepresentative of individual data. Fourth, the.subassumption of equal

intervals between responses is not critical, since it is well-known that

the correlation coefficient is remarkably stable under monotone transformations

of a' set of data.

9'The ,coMprehension of and according to its logical meaning at all grade'

levels. Was fortunate, since the conclusions about which the subjects bad to

make judgments required understandingOd the logical meaning of and..

111
It'Shoold be noted that simple affirmation as a premise was not the

- .

same as affirmative statements in the conclusions. In the Conclusiohs, is

was qualified by only,so that it was clear that the conciusion,referred only

to A single object being in the box.. In the simple affirmative premises, is

was unqualified and thus open to multiple interpretations, as the data show..
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Model Patterns Associated with Sixteen Possible Interpretations

the to ical Connectives

PV
1

PV
.......,
PV Q

1

PAQ PAQ PAQ P P+Q (1 P PQ

Encoding Task

Conclusion

PQ liMF PF,T FF'. M,M,M
PQ MF.F 71 M F F . T F F , 14 F

PQ IP 1 11 F 14 14" 74 F T V F F,F F

17F F 14'14F F14F F F T. .11M

Combination. Task

Moot ConClusion

Premise

P

P Q

MF
F

T

T,MF

F

F

F'

T

F

F

T

F

,

T

F

F M

P Q F F M T. F 11F F F T 14 T t4F
Q P T 74 F F M F F. T F F F 14 T T, 14 F

Q FM'T F 11 T T F T F F MFF MF
ii T.F F.H.T TMF F T F F_MF'.14F

F F T 11F F MF F F T M TM F

Notc. TTrue, FPalse,,MMaybe, Vininclusive Or., VaExclusi e Or,AwAnd, 4Implies (Conditionality,

soImplies and is implied by (4icOnditionality): UUniw se (Anything possible)
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Proportions of Response Patterns OPt Conformin

Correct Model Pattern for Each Logical Connective

Grade 2 Grade 4 1Grade 6 Grade 8 I High 'choo.1 College Overall

Encoding Task

-Conjunction
t

AND .62 9 .18 .05 ..03
,,.06 .20

Disjunction

Inclusive OR .94 .84 .92 .82 .81 .86 .86

Inclusive OR f.88 ' .82 .55 .45 .47 .25 .7

Conditionality

IF-THEN 1.00 .95 .92 .71 .67 .44 .78

ONLY IF 4.00 .97 .84 .63 , .61 .39 .14

Biconditionality

IF AND ONLY IF .94 .79 .87 .74 .86 .79 .83,

Affiriation

IS
.97 .76 -.63 .16 .31 .22

,,

.51

.Negation,

IS NOT .91 .74 .68 .32 .36 .14 .52
....

I. .90 .76 .67 .44 -,..47 .33 .59

ombination Tas
_

Conjunction
.

AND .79: .50 .24 .21 .05 ..08 .J .31

Disjunction, -

IncluXive OR 1.00 1.00 ..97 .86 .91 '-.97 .94.94

Exclusive OR .88 .79 - .84 .71 .48 .19 , .65

ConditiOnality ,

IF -THEN 1.00 I Lop .97 1.00 .83 .81 .94

ONLY IF 1.00 1 1.00 .92 .81 .62 .39 .79

Biconditionality
.

IF AND ONLY IF .94 .84 -7 .84 .71 .80 .69 .80
..

.

Overall .92 , .83 .16 .69 .56 .43 .70'

41



Table 3

lit between Response Patterns and Selected Model Patterns

for Each Logical. Connective

Logical Connectiv

d39

Grade Level Correct

Pattern

First7Ranked Second-Ranked

Pattern I Pattern

Third-Ranked

Pattern

Conjunction: AND

Encoding Task

.

.

.44

if

.44 .51

Q

752

irit'' Q
in-

.53 .30

-

P. A ..(1

.18

',.. p A Q

.18 .82:

P -0-..Q

.58 .11

P

.61

..--

.08.

6

.P A Q

.06

Pqi Q:::

.1561'r .97

P'

.68. .03

Q

.70 .00
fr .

8
P A Q

..03

p. A Q

.03 1.00.00

P

.70.
L

.00

Q

.70
t

.00
,

I

High School
P A Q

.01

P A Q

.01 1.00

P.

:70
t

..
..

) Q

9,70 .00
_._

College
P A Q

.03,

P A Q

..03 .96

P

. .69.
fr.

.02

Q

.69.
fr.

.02---
Combination Task

.

P A Q

. .33

P A Q

.33t
ft

64

P 4. Q

.33.
6.

.64-
P - Q

.43 .37_.

.

, 6
P A Q

.14

P A Q

.14. .90

P 4. Q.

.14.
6

.90

.Q 4.P

.60 .11
.. - -

. P A Q ,

.12

p

.12.' .88
IL. ......N .

P Q
.12

t

.

.88 '

Q 4 P

.61 .12

'+

Nigh School
P A Q

.04

P A Q

.04 1.00

P+ Q
.04

t
1.00

Q+ P.
.69 .00

t

College

*

P A Q

.08 .

i

P-AQ

.08 .94

P Q

.08
t

.94

Q ". 12

.65 . .;i\
t --

42
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Table 3 Continued

Correct First-Ranked Secood-Ranked $10-liakod

Pattern Pattern Pattern . Pattern

Disjunction: OR

Encoding Task

. ,

2

P V
in

P. Ve.x Q

.26 .69

P
._.

Vi Q

.26

_

.43

li

'.36 .34

Q

.50 .23

P Vin Q, P V 9

.31 .39

P Vin Q

.31 .28.

'U

.33 .39

P V Q
ex
.19 , .33

s' 6.

P V Q, P V Q.Vin
ex

.41 '.22

P V Q
ex
.22 .68

P. Vin Q

.41
t

.18

vim IT)

.41t. .15

.PVin Q,PVexQPV.Q
.35 .17

ex
.17 .68

PV
in

Q

..35 .28

F' v
in

Q

;49. .04

High School

(p
V
in P Vex Q
.36 113

P V Q
.18 .65

P V
in

.36 .26

. _, , ....

P V
in

Q

.46 .09

.

College
'PV QPVQVin

' ex
.42 .10

PVQ
.10: .82

V Q
in

.42 .16
P

Q
in
.30 .02

Combin4tion Task

..

'el

,

P Vin Q. P Vex Q

-.40 .54

.P Vin,Q

.40 .29

U

.49 .29

P V

.54 .42

6

P V Q. P I Q
in .- ax

'.43 .65

; II

.39 .34

P V
in

'Q

.43 -.4

( is' vim

.63 421.

I I I I MN .1.

8

P Vin Q. P Vex Q

..40 '.38

P Vex Q.

. .38 .48

P V Q

.40 ..40

P v
in
.67 .12

High School
P V Q, .Vin Q P V

.54. .20

V. Q,P V
ex

Q

.20 .80

T V
in

Q

.54 .20

' ii vim Q

.66 .00

College
P, V

in
PV

ex
Q

.64 .09

P V QVex

.09. .94
!
V
in
.64 6.

V V CT
. .in

;68 . .00
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Table 3 Continued

Grade. Level Coriect First-Ranked Second- Ranked Third-Ranked.

Pattern Pattern _Pattern Pattern.

Conditionality: IF-TEEN

Encoding Task

Y

2

P b Q

.55 ,

PVinQ
.50'' .20

P A Q

.52_ . . 3

u
. - .32

t
. 7
---

, 4

Ps* Q

.50

P Q'
- f

.34 -.57

Q4. .,"

.46 .23

P * Q .

..50_ .20

6.

P * Q.

.50

P Q

.38 .43

.PAQ
.50- .35.

r 4. Q

.50 ..22

8

P + Q

.37

P Q
,31 .49 ,

. P * Q.

.37.. ..41

Q+ P

.53 .10
,

.

. High School

,

P * Q

.38

P * Q

.38 .57

P * Q

.45 -.; ..38

U.

.60 .05
,

College
P * Q

e .19

-p. Q

,19 .78--_-

P * Q

.45 .. 4

U

.48 .08

Coibination Task

P Q

.64

P

.52

P *

.58 .35 .58 5

P Q

.57

P 141

.41 .58

Q P

.56

P * Q

.57 .18

P * Q

.54

P Q

.36 .64

P Q

.54 .24

Q P

.59 .12

High School
P * Q

.43

P Q

.39 .52

'P Q

.43 .45

Q+,12

.67 .02

College
P.-+ Q

.34.

P Q

.34 .72

Q

.19" .58 .08
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Table ).Continued

Correct Pirst-Radked Second-Ranked Third-Ranked

Pattern Pattern
.--,

Pattern Pattern

Conditionality: ONLY IF

Encoding Task

..

2
P +Al . ,

.57.

P V Q
in

.48 ..30

-U
So .33

PAQ
.55 .36

P -0- Q P . Q P P 4 4).'

.48 .39 r) .42 .27 .48 .32

P + Q. P 4. Q P + Q P A Q

6
.42 .38. . . .42 3 .55 25

P+ Q P +.Q ..P + Q U.

.24 .24 .54 .35M 41, ..54 .....!!

P + Q P . Q U

High School .28 .28 .75 . .52 15 .57 .22

P + Q P + Q .
P . Q '1J

College
- .13 .13 .94- &so .06 .52 .00

Combination. Task

.

P . Q

.51

P-+Q

.51 .141

U:

.56 .42

).111. t (4

.61. :24

p ,.,,9 P + Q . Q4 P
6

.44 .35 .62, .44" .28 .63 ..10

f Q .: p 4 . Q p 4. Q.
. U

8 ,-

..38 .38 .. .62 ,41H! .36 .73 .02

.,: P+ Q .'# P+ Q P+ Q U

High School .23 -..23 .78 .537 .22 .69 .00

.
.

p .. Q P . P 4. (1 U

College .06 .06 - .97: .66 .03' .48. .00
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Table 2 Continued

Grade Level. CorreCt First-Ranked Second- Ranked. 'Third-Ranked

Pattern Pattern Pattern Ptttern

Aliconditionality: IF AND ONLY'IF

Encoding Task

P + Q

.58

U.

.42 32

P V.
i

Q

.43 .35

P 4 Q

.45 ;32

'IP 4 Q r ... Q P 4 Q U
4 .38 .36 .2o .38 .54 .46' .25.

P Q P 4. Q P Q - P A (1..

6 .38. .38. .43, .46 .27 .54

P 4' Q -. p -. , P 4- U

..30

..31' .29 .44 .31 .52 .53 .04'

P Q P+ Q P '4. Q
U

High School .47. .33 4 .47 .36 ..59 .00

P Q p41 U

College ,39. .15 5 .39 .25 .52
,

.00.

_

P q P 4 Q P U

.55 .46 36 .39' :56 .25

P Q P 4. Q P 4. Q U p

°4 .37' .39 .46 .50 .64 .11

P Q P "*.Q P..1'.Q .0

Ai
.38 . .37 .36 '.38 .60 .72 .05..

P t Q i 4,Q P U
81 h School_

.39 ,36 .48 .39 .52 .74. '.00
.

.p 41. . P+ Q u

!1-90.41
,

1 :39 , .32 .61 , .39 :39 .74 .00

,
.
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Grade Level Correct

.Pattern

Table 3 Continued

First - Ranked

Pattern

Logical Connectives

Second- Ranked Third-Ranked

Pattern Pattern, ,

Affirmation: IS

Encoding Task

2

P --

.46

P V'
in
.37 .22

.

U

.39 .33

1

P

.46

__ ..

.,45
, -

12 "P A 71 P .Q-

. .45 .-.34 .11. g' .. 5 .34 -, .55,,.

P P P AT6 _ ..Q -' P.

. 6 .33 .33 ,44 .42 .41 .53 .15'

, P P Q 4 P P V
in

Q

8 .07' .07 .89 .44 .11 .51 . .00

F.': P Q 4P P.V (1'in
High School .08 .08 .85 .45

t
.13--

.45.
t

. 2,
College

.-_4-

P ,;

--..06:

P

.06 .86

Q 4 P

-.46 .08

P V
in

Q

:-. .48 .06

Negation:.'. IS NOT

Encoding Teak
. _

P

.56 .28 .43 .35 .2

P Q

.41 .31

4

P

.29

P

.22

High School

College

in
.29 .61 .42 .22

P Q

.22 .66. .44
t

.21

P P + Q

.14 . .83 .44 .10

F P + Q

.15
.74

.40
.19

P

.47 .17

v Q
in

:44t .13

F v
in

.47. 7

i; 10 '4.Q

.46 .89 .45
t

.06

47.

in
.47

'in Q
.48

t

.07

06
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Note: Fit in this table is measured by root-wmean-square deviation (RMSD

The numeral in the center of each cell is the overall RMSD (badness of fit)

for a given interpretation of the logical connective at a particular grade

level. This measure is computed by taking the mean of the squares of the

'differences between predicted and observed values for the group data, and

finding the square root of this mean. In the present application, a value

of 0 would indicate perfect fit of a response pattern to an .observed pat-

tern, whereas a value of 2 would indicate maximally discrepant fit. The italicized

numeral at the right of each cell is the proportion of individual subjects

for whom ;a given interpretation of the logical connective at a particular .

grade level was best of the top three models. For eicample, in the encoding

task, the data of .51 of the second-graders were best fit by the conjunctive

interpretation of and; the data of ..19 were best lit by an.affirmation (Q);.

and the data of .00 were befitlit by, the inClusive diajunction. In this

table, logical syMbola are the same as in Table 1. The letter tA.aused as
.--

aysbutcript to denote a.tied RMSD betWeen two entries in_a single row.' In

such cases, the order of entries is arbitrary. All fits were also assessed
.

by squared correlations betweenpredicted (model) and observed (response)

patterns,vith similar results.

a
Since .0embination data for the second graders, were unreliable they

are net presentedjn the table. Note that in the combination task for and,

the,cOnjunctive and biconditional interpretations otand:were completely.; con7

founded (see text). Proportions were therefore not split between entries,

and instead the full proportion of subjects for whom the releVant model pat-_

tern provided the best fit is shown.



Table A

Mean Response Patterns Associated with Each Logical Connective

Encoding Task

Conclusion

PQ

PQ

111

1.24

2.53

2.38

2.65

PQ

PQ

PQ

.PQ

PQ

PQ

1.291

2,441,

2.32'

2.53

1,53

2.44

2.24.

2.47

PQ

OPP&

PQ

2.15

1.59

2,35

2.53

OR

1,16 1.03 1,00 1.03 1 06 1.68 2.40 2,74 2.68 2.69 \.83

2.84 2. 5 2.97 3.00 3.00 2,15 1.90 1.87 .1.92 1;89 1,92

2,84 3 0 2.97 3.00 3.00 2.06 .2,03 1.82 1.95 - 1.92 1.92

2,76 2,95 '3.00 2.97 2.62 2.53 2.74 2;92 1:96 2,97

F-THEN ONLY IF

1.47 1.34 1.58 1.36 1.69 1,29 1.55 1 40 1.74 1.47 1.75

2.68 2.79 2.81 2. 4 2.89 2.35 2.55 2.81 2.95 3100 3.00

2.76 2.71 2.58 2. 9 ,17 2.29 '2.66 2.55 2.40 2.11 2.03

2.18 2.13 2,03 1.89 1.92 2,53 2.29 2.08 1.87. 1 86 2,00

IF ANA ONLY IF

1.58 1.37 1.74 41,42 1.83

2.66 2,82 "2.90 2.91 3.00'

2.47 2.63 2..50 2.28 2,25

2,08, 2.08 2.08 1.89 1.94

Is
ISNOT

2,53 2.32 1,95 2.00 2.00 2.21 2.76' 2.79 2.81 2,78 2,94

1.34 1.45 ,1.98 1.94, 1.92 2,32 2 68 2.79 2.92 2.89 2.94

2.82 2,97 3 00 2.89 2.44 1,91 .1.63. 1,68 1,82 1.0 1,92

2.11 2.84 2.90 2.89 2.92 2.41 2.24 1.90 2.00 2,03 1.94

r

4
at 0

0
0

n

4

50 4

0



Table A Continued

HS COL' RS COL

Combination. Task

Minor Conclusion

Preaise

Q. P.

1,68 1,18 1,05 1.12 1.00 1.00

2.12 2:79 2.74 2.83 2.95 2.83

mar- NN 141.11.1401

1179 1142 1.12 1100

2.21. '258

.1103

2.92 2.93 295

1.00

3.00

4.4.1.1

IF -THEN

Q

Q

1.65 1.13 1.05

2.26 2.68 2.82

1.71 2,37 '1,84

.1.97 1.63 ''.11,40

1.85 1.16

494 2.71 2.47.:

1,85 2.03 2;55

1.88 1.84 4.76 ,

I

5.1

1.02 11,02 1,00.

2,93 3.00. 2.94

2.71. 2,50 2.31 .

1.31 1.52. 1,72

1.24 1.40 1.75

2.50 2 2.36.

2.48. 2.60 2.47

1.52 1,40 1,53

OR

1.91 2.29 2.29 2.48 2.75 2.92

1,79 1,60 1.71 1,40 1.15 1.06

1.59 1.45 1.47 1.14 1.00 4.03

2,29, 2.63 2..34 2,67 2.82" 2.97

1,8i 2.31 2.24 2.64 2.72 2.81

2,09 1,66 1,76 1.64 1,30 11.06

1,65 1.32 1.34 1.17 1.08 1.08

27.38 , 2.53 2,17 2.83 2.85 2,94

ONLY IF

1.59 1.40 1.84, 1.00 1.10 1.03

1.97 2,79 2.76. 2.86' 2.80 2.94

1,76 2.03 2.47 2.19 2.20 2,08 go

2,03 2.03 1.47 1.60 1 88 1.97 004.

1.85 1.21 1429 1 29 1.52 1.89

1.88 2.74 .2.58 2.60 2.28 2.03 t i/

. 5

1.85 2.47. 2,90 2.95 3,00 3.00 a

1.97 1.63 1,37. 1,29 1.00' 1.08

52



Table A Continued

2 4 6 8 HS COL
111MMIP11,..M....1...4......r........

Minor

Praise

Conclusion

1.97

2.21

1.68

2,15

1.88

2,06

1,56

1.97

IF AND ONLY IF

1.34 1.16 1.05 1.02 1,00

2.63 2,82 2.93 2.88 2.94

2.18 2.34 2,33 2.30 2.42

1.92 1.79 1.60 1.55 1.56

1.18 1.29 1.31 1.28 1.50

2,58 2,45 \ 2.55 2.42 2.44

2.60 2,71 2.88 2,92 2,92

1.50 1,26 :1,24 1..10 1.08

4
I

o

Note: NumericalIntries in table are leans computed such that lDefinitely True; 2'Maybe True

3yDefinitely False,

5'

Maybe False;,

w.

)

0) 0

4

°)54
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